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Abstract
KCNMA1 encodes the pore forming alpha subunit for the voltage- and calcium-gated potassium 
(BK) channel, associated with a neurological disorder of unknown etiology. Currently, KCN-
MA1-linked channelopathy variants lack integration between disease and structural datasets, 
obscuring relationships between variants and known channel functions. To address this, we pro-
duced a comprehensive annotation of a human BK channel isoform containing alternative 
exons at sites 1 and 3 and the NRKEMVYR C-terminus (NM_001271518.2). Protein sequence was 
annotated with 106 patient variants and 572 tags (structural/functional domains, single nucleo-
tide polymorphisms (SNPs), posttranslational modi�cations, pharmacological modulation, and 
others) and contextualized within the cryo-EM structure (PDB ID: 6V38). We hypothesized that 
pathogenic variants would localize within structurally and functionally de�ned BK channel 
modules. We found a cluster of loss-of-function (LOF) variants in at the selectivity �lter and in the 
beginning of RCK1, while gain-of-function (GOF) lack obvious physical proximity. Interestingly, 
transmembrane segments S3 and S4 and the RCK1-RCK2 linker harbor no patient-associated 
variants, only a few conservative SNPs. Combing Rare Exome Variant Ensemble Learner  REVEL) 
pathogenicity analysis with structural mapping, we identi�ed residues within the selectivity 
�lter and S6 domains as ‘highly pathogenic’ with scores of 0.95 ± 0.02 and 0.95 ± 0.03 respective-
ly, RCK1 and disordered segments withing RCK1 and RCK2 were ‘likely pathogenic’ (0.54 ± 0.17 
and 0.54 ± 0.15, respectively), and the extracellular N-terminus and intracellular loops were 
‘likely nonpathogenic’ (0.34 ± 0.29 and 0.32 ± 0.08, respectively). Finally, an overlap was ob-
served between LOF variants and antagonistic pharmacological modulators, but no proximity 
relationship was denti�ed between GOF variants and agonists. Thus, our sequence and structur-
al metadata produced unique views that extend predictions for variant pathogenicity in KCN-
MA1-linked channelopathy.  

Fifty-�ve patient KCNMA1 variants (black 
globular residues; Miller et al 2021, ClinVar, 
and ALM unpublished data) are depicted in 
the calcium-bound BK channel alpha sub-
unit with either two or four subunits 
(Cryo-EM PDB ID: 6V38).   Nineteen variants 
are not represented on the structure due to 
their location in deleted or disordered seg-
ments (residues 1-18, 51-93, 614-683, 
834-870, and 1057-1111). 

Fig. 2 LOF variants cluster in the pore and RCK1 
15 LOF variants (blue) and 3 GOF variants (red) were mapped on the calcium bound BK channel to an-
alyze clusters by domain location and proximity (within 5 Å). LOF variants- A341Y, S351Y, G354S, 
G356R, G375R- cluster in the pore domain with S351Y, G354S, G356R also clustering within the selec-
tivity �lter. LOF variants- C413Y, H444Q, K457E-  cluster in the AC domain of RCK1 with GOF variant- 
D434G. The calcium bowl motif contians two LOF variants- D965V and D984N. Two LOF variants- 
R800W and P805L- share a proximity of 4.9 Å. Only three LOF variants- A172T, N237K, and R1097- do 
not share proximity with another LOF variant. GOF variants- D434G, N536H, N999S- do not share a 
spatial proximity.

Assuming correct folding of the truncated channels, locations for premature terminations are depicted for 4 patient variants.  For comparision, the Slo1C termination occurs at position 342 including 
the linker between S6 and RCK1 (Budelli et al., 2013). R458ter occurs within the AC domain of RCK1. R640ter occurs in RCK1 before alternative splice 1.  Slo∆RCK2 shows the boundaries of RCK1 and 
RCK2 for reference. R830ter occus before S9 at the start of RCK2. R880ter occurs after S9 before the calcium bowl.  

Figure 4  Patient variants creating premature stop codons 

Figure 3 Distribution of non-synonomous SNPs by domain
The locations for 298 non-synonomous SNPs (142 conservative SNPs, based on biochemical res-
idue properties, and 156 nonconservative) were compared  with 17 LOF and 3 GOF patient vari-
ants. 238 SNPs were not included due to their locations in disordered segments or alternative 
exons. Regions of low SNP density include the calcium bowl motif (which also lacks patient vari-
ants) and transmembrane segments S3-S6 (S3, S4, and S5 each containing 1 nonconservative 
SNP and S6 having no SNPs). S3 and S4 also lack patient variants. Both the pore region (between 
S5 and S6) and the alpha beta helix (in the AC region of RCK1) lack nonconservative SNPs but 
each contains 3 LOF patient variants. The absence of patient variants or nonconservative SNPs 
in these regions could indicate low tolerance for mutations.  

Figure 1 KCNMA1 channelopathy 
is de�ned by 76 variants 
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